
TO; THE IRS
from James Frank Osterbur

dated 8/19/ 11

RE:   your letter notice CP71C   dated August 15, 11:   amount
now due $12,897.92

as has been explained in past correspondence: the tax in
question was withheld due to your own constitutional avoidance
and disgrace.  Consequently trials ensued, and laws established
as is legal redress of grievances;   which “you, the employees of
government”,  refuse to acknowledge or comply with.  That is in
fact traitorous activity, and the reality of anarchy in government
by its employees.  Constitutional law is not discretionary/ and
you may or may not consent to it:   the law is mandatory.  As a
consequence it would be “traitorous of me” to pay you for
actions and reactions that are distinctly, not only a disrespect to
we the people/ but does constitute an act of war against this
people.  Our constitutional guarantees ARE NOT negotiable,
and you have absolutely no right to withhold them.  Currently
that issue, this tax, and those rights are within the US supreme
court as trial 11-100.  When it finishes/ then we will discuss
what you owe me in contrast to what is said that I owe you. 
Doing your job: by demanding constitutional law shall be
upheld is not free.  Since you have failed in your
responsibilities, I have had to consume a portion of my life
fighting legally;  because you disgrace us all.  

Added to that, are the realities: 



What is constant about that reality is simply this:   AS IN ALL
BANKRUPTCY, it is the “people owed the money”/ who shall
bear the brunt of loss.  The rest have none, therefore without
outright slavery; there is no other solution.  There is NO
solution in American politics; as has been clearly proven in the
debt crisis.  They did nothing but blame the tea party for
demanding accountability.  They did not reduce spending, nor
will they/ they have in fact increased spending by 2.4 trillion
dollars over the next year, or a little more/ with absolute
promises to spend an addition 7 trillion dollars over these next
ten years:   as one debt crisis simply becomes another debt crisis
as each year goes by....While resources and even lives are lost,
because they played the biggest pyramid scheme in the history
of this world; and all america played with them do to their own
greed; even the world itself.  Check carefully at wall street for
the worst offender: as there are literal reports of derivatives
(buying debts; people agree to pay you back/ but can’t) is
roughly 600 trillion dollars; (their functional quote; “its more
like buying a lottery ticket/ than money itself”) with another 100
trillion in various other instruments called stocks and bonds; 
they sell.  That equals:   ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND
DOLLARS PER INDIVIDUAL HUMAN FACE ON THIS
PLANET!   Or more simply “its all, nothing but a lie”!  With the
US government (the money) participating in the forefront. 
Think about HOW MANY LIES, they had to tell, to sell this
number/ HOW MANY “investigative reporters/ politicians/ and
extra special smart people say, “they didn’t have a clue”! 
THINK FOR YOURSELF!
Consider the federal reserve report, which says: americans hold
$154 trillion roughly:   divided by 311 million citizens=$495,



176.00 per citizen.   Or more simply understand one out of
every two citizens (babies/ prisoners/ and all) is suppose to be “a
millionaire”. Divided into the equal;  haves and have not
category.   NOW THINK about how much work and resources
they intend to take from you;   if you are not in the group with
money.  IT’S A GAME.  Money is a game, when its just about
numbers.  Numbers without collateral, HAVE NO MEANING. 
They are just numbers, {promises to the wind}.  Think about the
truth of work, life, truth, and reality:   then decide what is
LEGALLY necessary and do it.   That means redress of
grievances as a courtroom to determine a true and accurate
accounting, and removal of all lies.  Otherwise;  YOU GET
NOTHING, but violence/ just death, mutilation, and misery.  Do
remember that, and work for life instead.

You “got yours”/ by taking ours: not earning it/ taking it. 
We will return the “favor”.  Shall We NOT:   give those
responsible back, to those they ruined. You played a game/ but
we the people shall make a choice!  As it is our right to do,
because we ARE the owners of this nation!  All of us/ not just
you!  Such as the gun runners in US government who
facilitated,  giving  weapons to Mexican terrorists:   do they not
deserve trial, in Mexico? 

Without antibiotic (disease held back) feed, the entire livestock
industry dies.  We have no other methods left, to raise anything.
It will be the end of meat/ eggs/ etc, for billions. Confinement
agriculture will stop, without antibiotics: what then? A more
deliberate picture here is, that antibiotic feeds stop an infectious
disease from spreading, because it if is not stopped immediately
by blanket methods such as antibiotic feeds; the entire herd, or



flock can be lost. These are not fed at all times, but more than
enough to prove without them close confinement failsentirely.
Antibiotic resistance is nearly complete (ended), for us too.
Such is the result, "of easy/ I want to own it all".
The final sanctuary, for breeding stock we depend upon; in the
arctic ocean, is now open / and "fish" will then be extinct/
numbers too small to matter. Thousands of ships fishing 24/7.
"At sea, till full". I must make a living& I WANT more!
The fundamental truth here is simple; human behaviors demand
that it takes a navy to stop the march of men and machines in
their goal to GET ALL THEY CAN GET. To get rich, by taking
all the fish they can take. Nothing less than force will keep the
international fishing fleetsfrom gathering all the fish they can.
Simple as that. Without this last preserve, the numbers will die;
we cannot replace them. Every year beyond this 2011-2012 at
the most will see starvation increase. Because nature can no
longer defeat your needs; unless you help nature itself survive.
World human population grows at 2 million per week . You
want what you can no longer have, an endless supply of space
and time to do whatever you want to do. This earth is full. Any
true population increase beyond this point is death to us all:
nature cannot sustain us, and that means war, cannibalism, and
terrors beyond your imagination. Just how it is.
7 billion people; living on 7billion acres of actual "growing
land". One person per acre!  Look around you/ the concrete/
land lost/ etc.
If you take the agricultural lands declared by each nation, it
becomes a rough picture of how much land is available. From
that cities, and more are removed, and we see what is left for our
survival; AND EVERY other creature not in the sea, or



dependent within the sea upon what comes from the land.
Oceans polluted and dying. The incubators of ocean life
destroyed.
People who do not like the water, do not care about the sea;
simple as that. "Doesn't affect me/ WHY should I care"? But the
truth is it does, because we are so many people living today,
because it is the oceans that have made it possible. Without
ocean contributions to our food supply, roughly one in six
people MORE than now; will go hungry. Without hope, without
food, without the possibility to survive, because this food source
for humans is lost: who dies first?
People ready for war.
People war with each other as "large groups" because they want
more/ or they believe they have no choice: something has gone
wrong with our situation, and since we don't want to die/ that
means you have to die, so we can live; or have more for
ourselves.
The ogallala aquifer,  supporting roughly a billion bushels a
year, is predicted to be empty in six years; dust bowl returns.
This particular aquifer has been considered "without end" we
can do anything we want. That has already been proven
completely false, and yet tremendous amounts of water are
extracted everyday for fuels, for completely useless endeavors,
for a "few pennies more" in my pocket. And many other selfish
and insane demands made by men. We must establish the
windbreaks necessary to stop another dust bowl. We must stop
all but the most necessary use of water so that we can eat a few
years longer. We must prepare for what you have done, because
we have no choice left. Not a game anymore.
Scientists say: ONLY one inch, in fifty inches of rainfall,



reaches the aquifer.  Here too. Contaminated by toxins people
introduce. Do you know how many toxins are pumped into the
ground beneath your feet? Dumped above the water that you
drink? Dependent upon biological creations to "clean it up" so
that when it reaches the aquifer, you can then drink it: being
poisoned, being attacked with your antibacterial soaps,
pesticides, mutilations, etc.
The court and your leaders demand:  we don't have to obey
constitutional law/ because we did not consent 2257; even
though it is in their sworn oath to obey. An impeach-able
offense 08-1339. NOT democracy.. Not the people ruling2111
themselves by law!
Read any of the lawsuits (down the page) that I provide,
particularly on this site and you will understand: the judiciary
has made democracy and the courthouse "a game".
Scientists gamble "we can bring the same fire on the sun here/
and control it; but if they are wrong, we die".  Happening
"today".
This is not a small matter, on any given day, one tiny mistake or
failure, and atomic fire could be born: everything here is fuel.
How is that not your concern?
University diplomas' Gamble: they can create  "the big bang"
single most destructive event in the history of the universe; and
not blow the planet up.
This is not a small matter, the reality of energy being used, the
consequence of things being done; establish the atomic
mechanisms that control time are being dismantled. The
physical laws we live by as planet earth, is being changed.
Energies we do not know, are being released; uncontrollably.
University arrogance and insanity, Gamble:  they can mutilate



everything in nature, and we will survive intact? Fool? DNA IS
NATURE, it is everything called life, mind, or body:  by the
consequences of discipline, balance, survival, or beauty. And
much more.
The endless promise of university is, "WE WILL BE GODS".
The endless reality is, "you CANNOT even control your own
money, or society without war" how little is the possibility you
can survive changing creation itself. The answer is: terrorism/
the Armageddon prophecy (nature in chaos) comes true.

Noah's flood is proven true:  no other possibility exists to
explain the oil and coal reserves.
Or more simply, the amount of these reserves proves a
tremendous amount of living "materials" were buried in the
same place, at the same time, even thousands of feet below the
surface of soils. NO other method, than a world flood, could
have destroyed so much, and buried so many in this way. It is
absolutely clear that flood did exist. It is also absolutely clear,
this earth WAS TEEMING WITH LIFE, at the time of that
flood.

Evolution says "one piece at a time,  we shopped and chose/
without a brain". Life says, what can you do without: "a heart/
blood vessels/ lungs......"? We do need all the pieces and parts,
at once. Can you exist without a liver/ kidney....etc?

Evolution is nothing more than a religion, whose primary priests
reside in colleges and universities and American government
politicians who demand "it's the truth"; even though they can
prove nothing more than adaption (the evidence of "perfect



design") exists. Shame on you for accepting such trivial
pursuits.
Can you exist without the trillions of gallons of drinking water
lost for fuels?

Drinking Water: is not an infinite resource. What are you going
to do when the "well runs dry". Just like your money, when the
fantasy and delusion ends: REALITY BEGINS! That reality is
war, because without water we can't survive. Wake up to the
horror of what is being done, to everything you need as life on
earth. Too late means your dead.

We can calculate the fossil fuels burned, fire created/ we know
how much oxygen content is required;  thereby we know, we
consume more oxygen than this planet creates.

How is that not your concern? Just as is every other resource
and reality of this earth under attack; so is the oxygen we
breathe. Because fire demands oxygen too. We do know how
much fossil fuels are sold. We know, there are forest fires etc;
plus all the life using oxygen.

Everything that creates oxygen; lost / the trees under attack,
creatures in the ocean , etc.

This is not a game, every creation that produces oxygen is under
HEAVY ATTACK. Every trip you take with your car consumes
oxygen, that life on earth then CANNOT breathe. This USA
alone drives 3 trillion miles, every year! Every aspect of our
atmosphere is limited, and we cannot make more; too late, is too



late; we die.

One trillion dollars =  $10,000.00 per each of one hundred
million people. 3.8 trillion spent for this year is $38,000.00, per
each of one hundred million people. That is the math; that is
stealing (federal reserve chart), that is communism.

Our human reality is: people want slaves. Plain and simple; to
accommodate this demand, all manner and methods of enslaving
the others is used. Although the methods change from time to
time, the reality never goes away. People want to be "rich"/
which simply means: "To enslave others, for my own personal
demands". The current means is simply to create numbers
without substance, because so long as the people accept them:
"monopoly money works just fine". (they make numbers/ we
make sweat, tears, and sadness, because we don't get to share).

That is inflation hidden from us.

Debts that cannot be paid, are inflation; unless you just want to
call it outright theft. Inflation is taking from the others, because
you can as government employees "give to yourselves/ or your
supporters" all the numbers. Which is simply saying: let the
masses fight to survive, nobody cares. Regardless of the
propaganda. Happens in every nation/ throughout all of history.

The pollinators are nearly extinct. Poisoned.  Few fruits or
vegetables/ no birds, reptiles...a link in the chain of life missing..
Like the key in a car, where do you go?



Seems small, but it isn't! And these are only the beginning.
Www.justtalking3.info  Asking you to care, advertise/ etc! 
Every child does, its their life. A humanity intent upon sterile
plants, no responsibility, everything free.

There is more. Such as climate change: its cooler than expected,
because when ice melts, to consumes heat (makes your glass
cold). Such as biological weapons of mass destruction are said
to be over 97% effective. Such as, the ozone hole does matter,
because radiation similar to nuclear exposures will happen. Too
late simply means war (I WANT more)/ cannibalism (nothing
here to eat, but you)/ extinction (too little, too late). For you too!
Not a game. Life or death a future decided for us all, today. A
future determined by every person who can make a difference.
You want to hate me, and do. But it is your own lives you curse/
not mine. It is your own future you deny, not mine. It is your
own failure, not mine. I am irrelevant/ because only you can
change yourself.  Paid Ad

The reality of these truths, the consequence of what it means to
be wrong: proves, "that I will begin again".

The evidence of a need for WORLD LAW/ thereby the end of a
humanity at war: is absolutely necessary.

I am due, WE THE PEOPLE ARE DUE:   our day in
court!  To prove who does own this nation.


